
SOLO PULSE PRO
EARPHONE USER MANUAL
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Pairing: The Solo Pulse Pro utilises Bluetooth V5.0

First Use: 

1. Open the cover.

2. A blue and red LED will flash (alternately) on each ear bud.

3. Open your phones Bluetooth settings, search for and select Studio19 Solo Pulse Pro,

whilst simultaneously pressing on the ‘touch’ area of the charging case – you will hear

a faint double tone.

4. The LEDs will stop flashing once your 

Pulse Pro are connected to your device.

Continuing Use:

After your Solo Pulse Pro have paired for the first time, they will automatically pair to your device.

Power

Power ON:

1. Press the ‘touch’ area on the charging case for 3 seconds – you will hear a double tone.

2. Open the cover and remove the Solo Pulse Pro earbuds – they will auto pair to your device

Power OFF: 

1. Insert the earbuds back in the charging case and close the cover.
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Note: If your device Bluetooth is switched o�, or you do not connect your earbuds to your device or a 

new device for the first time, they will power o� after 3 seconds.

Charging.

Qi Wireless Charging:

Place your Solo Pulse Pro earbuds in the charging case and place the charging case (rear side down) on 

your Qi certified wireless charger (not supplied).

Note: Each Qi wireless charger is di�erent, it may take a few attempts to initially figure out the optimal 

location of the charging coil in your Qi charger in relation to your Solo Pulse Pro.

Your Qi charger should be connected to a mains adaptor and not a USB/laptop/PC/Car charger (not 

supplied) in order to charge the Solo Pulse Pro.

Wireless
Charge Area
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IMPORTANT:

Make sure your Solo Pulse Pro is not in an external protective/decorative case, wet, or damaged as 

this may cause damage, overheating or other hazards.

Wired Charging:

Place your Solo Pulse Pro earbuds in the charging case and the Type C charging cable (supplied) into the 

Type C port on the base of the charging case and insert the other end into a mains adaptor plug (not 

supplied).

INSERT Image to show rear area of charging case.

Note: Only use the supplied Type C charging cable OR a certified Type C charging cable that is supplied 

with your other devices.

IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to charge wirelessly and wired at the same time.

Your Solo Pulse Pro should take approx. 2 hours to fully charge (wired charging), with a playback time of 

approx. 4-5 hours. The standby time is approx. 60 hours.

Charging Case Capacity: 200mAh

Earbud Capacity: 35mAh

Note:

Do not expose the Solo Pulse Pro to extreme temperature changes – this will reduce the e�ectiveness

of the batteries installed in the charging case and ear buds. Battery life approx 500 cycles.
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Low Battery

When your Solo Pulse Pro earbuds battery is low, you will hear a high double tone every 60 seconds.

Audio

Sensitivity (dB): >90dB +/-3dB

Frequency (Hz): 20Hz-20KHz 

Answering, Ending and Rejecting Calls

1. When your phone rings, press once on either the left or right earbud to answer the call

2. Once you are finished, press once on either the left or right earbud to end the call. To reject a call, 

long press on either the left or right earbud.

Playing and Pausing Audio

When you have music playing, press either the left or right earbud once to pause. 

To resume playing, press either the left or right earbud again.

IMAGE
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Changing Tracks (Previous/Next)

Next:

On the right earbud, double tap the touch area on the earbud.

Previous:

On the left earbud, double tap the touch area on the earbud.

Increase/Decrease Voice Volume.

Increase:

On the right earbud, Touch the right earbud 3 times.

Decrease:

Touch the right earbud 3 times.

Voice Assistants

iOS:

Double tap the left or right earbud twice to summon the iOS Voice Assistant.

Android:

On the left or right earbud, long press for 2 seconds and release
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